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Plans for a Magnetic Electrical Generator

Discover how Magnetic Energy actually work's and how to get your own Plans for a Magnetic Electrical
Generator.

July 22, 2009 - PRLog -- Thank you for viewing the Magniwork Generator Plans Press Release. In an
effort to explain the newest Green/Free energy source , the Press Release will explain what's at the heart of
the Magniwork Generator Plan's - Magnetic Electrical Energy.

The actual plans for a magnetic electrical generator -Magniwork Generator Plans- are simply based on the
perpetual motion created by magnetic power and charges. Perpetual motion is when a device or mechanism
continually move's without stopping and without ANY third party assistance. The magnet's cause this never
ending motion with the natural charge they hold.

What make's perpetual motion so special is the fact that it actually CREATE'S more energy than it USES.
Thus the plans for a magnetic electrical generator allow us to harness this "extra" energy - and then use it
however we choose. 

Now, I know this sound's simple and it is usually hard for people to believe. Most time's people want to
know how and why has this simple energy technology never been used or demonstrated before. Well, if you
have ever heard of a man named Tesla? And the problem's he had when he tried to create thing's like light
bulb's that last forever or when he tried to create other energy/electricity source's that we could use for free,
without connecting to regular power supplies. Basically, he was put out of commission. Nobody know's for
sure by whom - but most educated scholar's have a good reason why. And that reason? Because those big
energy companies stand to lose a ton of money if we start using FREE energy. 

But this isnt the old day's, and with the huge increase in Green/Alternative energy source's, people are
beginning to explore new energy. And magnetic energy has already been researched and proven by energy
expert's and other respected scholar's. As a matter of fact there is a News Story and actual video footage of
a man that used the Magniwork Generator 
Plans to create a magnetic electrical generator, see it here:

http://magniworkgeneratorplans.com/plans-for-a-magnetic-e...

Now for some great reason's why the plans for a magnetic electrical generator provide people with a better
free energy resource:

1. The magnetic generator works without third party help -No Sun. No Wind.
2. It work's during any kind of weather -Even severe storm's or a blizzard.
3. The Magniwork Generator Plans create a generator that fit's anywhere.
4. The part's can be found at any local hardware store.
5. The Magnetic Generator is way more cost effective -It ALWAY'S  works and its cheaper to build.

And you will surely discover many more advantage's while you use the magnetic electrical generator for
your own home. 

How Much Energy Do The Magnetic Generators Provide?

Using the basic Magniwork Generator Plan's will provide you with around 40%-50% of the energy it
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normally takes to power a home. Of course it depend's on house size and the day to day activities of your
family.

But once you own your own Magnetic generator plans you will easily be able to create multiple generator's
that will provide you with the energy you need or want. 

In conclusion , all the factor's make the magnetic electrical generator's a great choice for an alternative
energy choice. Common sense say's that using something that can work continuously , without any third
party energy, will be a dependable energy source.

http://magniworkgeneratorplans.com/

Thank you for visiting the MagniworkGeneratorPlans.com Press Release - and good luck finding the Green
energy source for you and your family.

# # #

About Magniwork Generator Plans: We strive to offer consistent reviews and information in relation to
Magnetic Electrical Generator's and the Magniwork Generator Plan's that are used to create these magnetic
generator's. For more information and actual News Footage of the Real Magnetic Generator - 
http://hubpages.com/hub/Magnetic-Electrical-Generator-Plans

--- End ---
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